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About This Game

One night, you wake up in a dark room. In a room full of magic books, potions, and scrolls. You don’t know who you are, or
how you got there. Now you will begin an adventure to find your lost memory and solve the mystery of the forgotten chambers.

Forgotten Chambers is an immersive VR Puzzle adventure game full of magic and mystery. In this game, you will find yourself
solving problems in the way you have never thought before.

Explore visually stunning magical chambers. Use your creativity and magic to find hidden clues. Fill the room with water and
stars. Make brooms and statues alive. While exploring the mysterious place, you might be able to discover clues of the event that

happened a long time ago.

Key Features

 A beautiful world that interacts with magic

 Five distinctive rooms with clues and puzzles

 A magical mystery that slowly unfolds as the game progresses

 High degrees of freedom to pick up, combine, break, and strike anything with your VR controller
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 Fantastic magical effects exclusively crafted for VR game's omnidirectional display features

 A full audio voice of Samuel "The Talking Hat"
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forgotten chambers vr. forgotten chambers board game. forgotten chambers. forgotten chambers grimvalor

A good time. If you enjoy lots of drama, scaucy scenes and decent art it's wroth the money. Plus it's a period peice which makes
it interesting. There are miss spellings but it seems they are patching that.. I've gone through everything on this game now.
Whoo, what a journey.

As you might have guessed, I found it worth finishing. It seemed like each choice was well thought out and added appropriate
depth.

If you've ever played The Fruit of Grisaia, this is kinda a similar idea regarding story progression. The plot's completely
different though, making this a pretty cool concept as far as Steam type games go. It also made me think a bit, especially once
you get into the 'inter-story' by connecting the dots across what happens with everyone.

Would recommend, please give it a shot if you're on the fence.. best game ever. Received this game through early access and
was pleased with the product. There were a few issues to start with which other reviewers have commented on but they were
only minor niggles. Coming back to the game after a couple of weeks I can see the devs have gave it a spit and polish and it now
plays a lot smoother. The background music could do with a revamp though as it gets a bit repetitive but that is my only niggle
so far.

It's a great looking, addictive top down racer which has quite the learning curve. Tracks are varied and the AI of the other
vehicles is pretty good, reminds me of the old school racers back in the early 90's. I would definitely recommend it.. This game
is poorly optimized, it has a 60 degree FoV that is impossible to properly adjust, 21:9 resolutions are not supported and
developers were "looking into" all these issues about 4-6 months ago. The game is unplayable and this kind of attitude is
♥♥♥♥♥♥ and irresponsible. Do not buy, unless you enjoy your first person games at sub-60fps and with motion sickness.

Also I don't know much about this Heroes universe and honestly don't care, however unless this universe is somehow inhabited
by phsycopaths and insanity is their normal, the protagonist is definitely an insane maniac. After she discovers she has the
ability to timeshift and throw objects and people around, she instantly masters it, and starts killing everything and everyone in
her way, with seemingly great pleasure.
. Fairly standard point and click adventure game, for what it's worth. Doesn't quite capture the feeling of discovery and
accomplishment that comes from putting things together. As it is, Holmes is always one step ahead of the player--which can still
make for a great story, but it doesn't really let you have the experience of playing as the great Sherlock Holmes. Fun enough,
and worth a playthrough, but between taking what ends up feeling like a very passive role in the story and some quirks of
gameplay that end up being rather annoying--particularly in those sections of the game requiring precise timing--it's all a bit of a
let down at the end.. In this game, you can build a ship the size of a planet and blow up stars with it.

The game's economics are very solid, the technology system is good, the customization is immense, and the scale is
unprecedented. It gets a bit repetitive but it's easily the most detailed 4x I've ever played.

The reason you'd dislike this game is if you want weakbaby things like "a tutorial" and "a decent UI". But if you want to blow up
stars like someone truly worthy of glory, that won't stop you.. I bought this game because I was teaching a grade 4 class about
Egypt and wanted to show them examples Senet, and this was the only one I could easily find that was cheap :P”

Still, it works, no issues with the game play. It does feel very cheap and low budget but It did what it was supposed to do.
. Had game since release, some actions tied to default keybinds do not work for custom binds. Still no patch for that but trying
to sell DLC ?? the part I could play was ok but I'm not changing keybinds every time one of these actions comes up. Bought on
PC to use kb+m not play controller first interface design. Waste of my money until patched. 10 year old games get keybinds
right, pitiful. If you use controller or default binds go for it, for me it's NO.
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This franchise has the best jigsaw games on steam.
And I'm going to definitely give it a positive review.
All of these games deserve it. Pixel puzzles are gud.
We can't use custom images: That is disappointing.
But it's the only negative that this great game has.
Everything else is worthy of a nice positive review.. Doorways: Holy Mountains of Flesh, is a adventure horror game that throws
you into a complex storyline in a hunted school, with deep atmosphere of immersive horror.

The game is splitted in chapters, so if you search for Doorways: Chapter 1 & 2 and Doorways: The Underworld, you get the
beginning. This is the last episode of the game series. Besides that it's the last episode, the game follows up with a deep and
horrorfying ACT, that scares you to bones since you have to face the darkness and evilness that hunts the school. There is
objects to find to get pass different levels of the game, aswell for notes to follow up on the storyline.

The monster is incredible creepy with the games current atmosphere of abandoned and destryoed school, which, makes my
hearth beat too fast till i can play more than 45 min at a time. (I still have pain in my chest while writing this review). Besides
wet pants and a sensitive hearth beating, the game lets you face the evil before moving on. The game doens't have any diffculties
since it's storyline based, and the monster is not patrolling, but swap places depending of the area you're in.

If you played the other series of the game, or like horror games in a deep matter of immersive horror, then this game is
definitely for you.

Here is a demo:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_-HE3eaWPrw. This DLC is by far the worst in Train Simulator I have ever played with. It
is awful and a mockery to the train it is based on. Please save yourself the money and torture by not making the same mistake I
made by buying this.

First of all, the modelling is nice but the liveries included are awfully made. The EC livery (which was added AFTER the DLC
was released) is too colourful and the IC livery is extremely washed out. Then you get the sounds, which are nothing like the real
thing - and it gets worse. The Class 91 itself has ONE sound (the spirax valve) and often it just stops playing completely. Then
there is total, complete silence.

And finally, there's the biggest problem. This train is undriveable. The reverser in the cab does nothing and you cannot move it
with the keyboard or controller. You HAVE to go into the large F4 HUD to move it. And then it only goes to 13%. The DSD
also can't be turned off and the passenger view is bland.

Don't buy it. Unless you plan to get the overpriced Armstrong Powerhouse pack for it. Then do it but don't play with it before
you get the pack.. Had the potential to be great but, they decided to make it in paint, and notepad. Only works half the time..
Unique game, but not a lot of players.. A shamelss attempt to let you pay for the content of Wrath of the Damned event twice.
Your girlfriend will love the spider thingy, but you know it's useless. None of the cards are essential and you don't want to pay 5
\u20ac to extend your collection by few extra virtual cards, do you?. Hi, and welcome to craft stuff simulator!

Do you love being given little to no introduction on HOW to find things?! Do you love unintuitive navigation and craft recipes
that AREN'T toggled onto the GUI--Like, even the ones that are for quests?! Do you hate any kind of tutorial that teaches you
anything past the "combat" system?!

Then play this game. If you don't and want to play a fun MMO, look elsewhere.. Please fix the multiplayer mode, i just buy this
game to play with friend !
but the multiplayer is error. laggy as f**k

garbage. hunting unlimited 3 was the last game that was good from this series sadly.
if you want a good hunting game then buy "call of the wild".
if you want to buy this game for the good old times, DON'T!
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i know it's easy becuase it's on steam but, DON'T!

pros.
  -it's on steam

cons.
  -bad voice acting (this game doesn't even need it)
  -missions were not fun
  -animals look worse then the earlier games
  -hunting unlimited 1,2 and 3 are not on steam
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